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Bennett PE, Bemis L, Norris DA, Shellman YG. miR in melanoma development: miRNAs and acquired hallmarks of cancer in melanoma. Physiol Genomics 45: 1049–1059, 2013. First published September 17, 2013; doi:10.1152/physiolgenomics.00116.2013.—Melanoma is a very aggressive skin cancer with increasing incidence worldwide. MicroRNAs are small, noncoding RNAs that regulate gene expression of targeted gene(s). The hallmark of cancer model outlined by Hanahan and Weinberg offers a meaningful framework to consider the roles of microRNAs in melanoma development and progression. In this systematic review of the literature, we associate what is known about deregulation of microRNAs and their targeted genes in melanoma development with the hallmarks and characteristics of cancer. The diagnostic and therapeutic potential of microRNAs for future melanoma management will also be discussed.
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MELANOMA IS A MALIGNANCY OF melanocytes, a cell type that produces melanin pigment in the skin to protect skin from ultra violet radiation (81). The incidence of melanoma is increasing at a rapid rate of ~3% annually, faster than any other cancer in the United States (50). The lifetime risk of developing invasive melanoma as an adult in the United States is 1 in 58 overall (75). While the survival rate of early-stage melanoma is reported to be as high as 90%, late-stage metastatic melanoma has a survival rate of only 10% (83) with a recurrence risk up to 60% (24). Thus, early diagnosis is very important for improving survival outcomes, and effective therapies for malignant melanoma are urgently needed.

Recent publications support an important role for microRNAs (miRNAs) in melanoma disease development (see reviews Refs. 24, 26, 42, 87). MiRNAs are short (~22 nucleotide), noncoding RNAs that can regulate gene expression posttranscriptionally by pairing to the 3′-untranslated region (UTR), the 5′-UTR, or the coding region of an mRNA (29, 45, 54). They act to reduce targeted protein expression in two general ways, namely by targeting mRNA degradation and/or by inhibiting mRNA translation (4). To better understand the molecular mechanisms underlying malignant melanoma growth and metastasis, many investigators to date have focused on elucidating the deregulated miRNAs specific to melanoma. Current research also aims to reveal potential prognostic and therapeutic roles for these miRNAs in order to improve survival outcomes in people with melanoma.

The hallmarks of cancer provide a useful framework for understanding the complex biology of cancer (31, 32). In contrast to normal cells, cancer cells express novel capabilities that support malignant growth. A number of reports have described the effects of miRNA deregulation in the development of cancer cells. Herein, we associate some of the miRNAs known to be altered in melanoma with the corresponding characteristics of cancer. In particular, cancer cells and tissues demonstrate the characteristics of sustaining proliferative growth signaling, evading growth suppressor signaling, resisting cell death (antiapoptosis), enabling replicative immortality (antisenescence), inducing angiogenesis, activating invasion and metastasis, genome instability and mutation, and tumor-promoting inflammation (31, 32). These eight basic features are crucial for a given tissue type to generate and sustain a viable population of cancer cells (32).

Extensive reports summarizing the role(s) of various miRNAs in melanomagenesis have been published recently (24, 26, 42, 87), but a functional review of miRNA with respect to the hallmarks in melanoma development has not yet been illustrated. In this review, we present selected miRNAs that are dysregulated in melanoma with regard to their associated cancer hallmark (Table 1).

While most of this review is focused on direct relationships between a given miRNA and its target gene, it is important to recognize that the role of miRNAs in melanoma development is much more complex than can be described in such a linear manner with one miRNA regulating one gene. On one hand, a single miRNA can influence multiple cancer hallmarks either by regulating a single gene which is involved in multiple hallmarks [i.e., miR-18b through p53 (17)] or by regulating multiple gene targets at once (6, 19, 53) (Fig. 1A). On the other hand, multiple miRNAs can converge and target one specific gene to fine tune the protein expression of an important gene in melanocyte and melanoma (6, 28, 30, 78) (Fig. 1B). Moreover,
multiple miRNAs can target a specific signaling pathway to cooperatively maximize silencing of that signaling pathway (69) (Fig. 1C). Finally, multiple miRNAs can be regulated by a single oncogene, and these miRNAs can function combinatorially in multiple hallmarks of cancer, and the functional interactions among these miRNAs can be complex with additive interference as well as latency effects (see below in SUSTAINING PROLIFERATIVE SIGNALING on the BRAF-regulated miRNAs) (15). Thus, acquired cancer hallmark features can occur through the combined deregulation of multiple miRNAs. In summary, multiple ways of miRNA deregulation lead to multiple levels of gene control with various contributions to cancer hallmarks in melanoma. Therefore, understanding miRNA deregulation will provide insight for future development of diagnostic tools and therapeutic strategies.

**SUSTAINING PROLIFERATIVE SIGNALING**

A primary hallmark of cancer is sustained proliferative growth signaling. Normal cells must receive exogenous growth factors to enter the cell cycle. However, cancer cells can demonstrate growth factor-independent cell cycle replication when a tumor cell acquires mutations in downstream signaling pathways that allow constitutive activation of signaling, when a tumor cell develops the ability to make its own growth factors or when a tumor cell acquires alterations in transmembrane channels or intracellular signaling pathways that enhance its sensitivity to growth factors (31). Below we review several studies to provide examples of how miRNA deregulation can contribute to melanoma cells acquiring sustained proliferating signaling.

The activation of the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway is very important to many functions that promote melanoma development, including sustained proliferative signaling (82). Multiple alterations in melanoma can lead to activation of this signaling pathway. Activating mutations of BRAF or NRAS are found in 50–70% or 15% of melanomas, respectively (15, 18, 59), and activating mutations in receptor tyrosine kinases upstream of this pathway have also been reported (20). The RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway is clearly a central mechanism disrupted in melanoma; therefore, it comes as no surprise that miRNAs are also implicated in the regulation of this pathway through altering gene expression and loss and gain of miRNA expression (62, 82).

The miR-let-7 family, originally called let-7 (79), encompasses a group of miRNAs that may regulate similar targets, and several of the miR-let-7 family members are known to have decreased expression in melanoma. Muller and Bosserhoff (62) showed that miR-let-7a is downregulated in malignant melanoma compared with melanocytes, and they also demonstrated that miR-let-7a reduces NRAS expression in melanoma cells using transfection experiments. Concordantly, transfection of synthetic inhibitors of miR-let-7a resulted in increased expression of both NRAS and β-integrin in melanoma cells that act together to increase cell proliferation and invasive cellular activity, two activities central to the hallmarks of cancer model (62).

In addition, other members of the miRNA family of let-7 have been shown to be frequently lost in melanoma; these include miR-let-7b, d, e, and g (77). One of the central roles of miR-let-7b is to regulate cyclins D1–3, important positive regulators of proliferative signaling (77, 90). In addition to miR-let-7b, miR-193b has also been reported to directly target cyclin D1 in melanoma, and it has been validated as a direct target of both miRNAs with immunoblot and luciferase reporter assays (12, 77, 90). Moreover, miR-let-7b family and miR-193b are downregulated in malignant melanoma (12, 77, 90). Reduced expressions of these miRNAs allow for cyclin D1 overexpression, which blocks the tumor suppressor function of Rb and promotes proliferative capacity in melanoma.

---

**Table 1. MiRNA deregulation with respect to affected hallmarks of cancer capabilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sustaining Proliferative Signaling</th>
<th>Evading Growth Suppressors</th>
<th>Resisting Cell Death</th>
<th>Enabling Replicative Mortality</th>
<th>Inducing Angiogenesis</th>
<th>Activating Invasion and Metastasis</th>
<th>Genome Stability and Mutation</th>
<th>Tumor Promoting Inflammation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miR-7</td>
<td>miR-195</td>
<td>miR-290–295</td>
<td>miR-1908</td>
<td>miR-214</td>
<td>miR-let-7a</td>
<td>miR-29</td>
<td>miR-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-17</td>
<td>miR-221</td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-199a-5p</td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-let-7a†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-18</td>
<td>miR-222</td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-199a-3p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-92a</td>
<td>miR-106b–25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-222</td>
<td>miR-18b</td>
<td>miR-18b</td>
<td>miR-34a</td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-let-7a†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-10</td>
<td>miR-26a</td>
<td>miR-203</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-22</td>
<td>miR-137</td>
<td>miR-205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-26a</td>
<td>miR-193b</td>
<td>miR-125b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-30</td>
<td>miR-205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-182</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-34</td>
<td>miR-125a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-196a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-137</td>
<td>miR-193b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-137</td>
<td>miR-205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-205</td>
<td>miR-182</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miR-573</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lists of the microRNAs (miRNA, miR) here are those discussed in this paper and are not meant to be a comprehensive list. Up and down arrows indicate up- and downregulation of miRNA in melanoma. *The miRNA is mutated in melanoma, resulting in decreased expression of this miRNA. †A mutation has been reported in the KRAS gene located in the binding site of this miRNA, which allowed this KRAS variant to escape the regulation of this miRNA.
miR-137 is an example how a single miRNA can regulate many genes, enabling melanoma cells to acquire multiple hallmark functions (6, 53). Investigators have demonstrated that miR-137 targets c-Met and YB1 and confirmed that miR-137 targets miR-137, which is downregulated in stage IV patient sample-derived melanoma cell lines compared with normal human melanocytes (53). Moreover, two different groups demonstrated that injecting miR-205 (expression vectors or mimics) in melanoma cell lines or in melanoma xenografts in mice reduces proliferation and tumor growth (16, 65). Taken together, these data explain instances where downregulation of miR-205 contributes to melanoma proliferation, in part through deregulation of E2F1 and E2F5 proteins (16, 65).

Another example of miRNAs regulating proliferation is miR-137, which is downregulated in stage IV patient sample-derived melanoma cell lines compared with normal human melanocytes (53). Investigators have demonstrated that miR-137 targets c-Met and YB1 and confirmed that miR-137 targets miR-137, which is downregulated in stage IV patient sample-derived melanoma cell lines compared with normal human melanocytes (53). Additionally, miRNAs can alter the important transcription factors involved in cell cycle regulation (miR-205 targeting E2F1 and E2F5 targeting NRAS) directly alter the expression of the central gene involved in the RAS/RAF/MEK signaling cascade (miR-let-7a targeting NRAS) or can behave as downstream mediators of this signaling (BRAF-regulated miRNAs) to promote proliferation of melanoma cells. Additionally, miRNAs can alter the important transcription factors involved in cell cycle regulation (miR-205 targeting E2F1 and E2F5) to provide sustained proliferative signaling. Furthermore, miRNAs like miR-137 regulate genes associated with multiple hallmarks, including proliferative signaling (53).

**EVADING GROWTH SUPPRESSORS**

The rate of normal cell proliferation is maintained within a homeostatic range by balanced growth stimulatory and growth inhibitory signals. Antigrowth (tumor suppressor) genes typically work either temporally by blocking cell cycle entrance or permanently by forcing cells into a senescent state (discussed below). For cancer cells to thrive, they must acquire the capability to evade these antigrowth signals and to sustain the progrowth signals (31). Some important tumor suppressors that lose function in melanoma are p53, Wee1, and p27 (7, 17, 22, 36), and miRNA deregulation is one of the mechanisms by which deregulation occurs.

One of the most studied tumor suppressors to date is p53, the “guardian of the genome” (44). p53 is commonly mutated in tumors; however, it is rarely mutated in melanoma. Rather, the
expression of p53 in melanoma has been shown to be downregulated, in part by miRNAs (17). Dar and coworkers (17) showed that miR-18b can upregulate p53 expression through decreasing p53’s inhibitor MDM2, and expression of miRNA-18b is downregulated in melanoma compared with that in benign nevi (17). Deregulation of miRNA-18b leads to a decrease in p53 expression and activity in melanoma. Additionally, adding miR-18b back into human melanoma cells results in significant decrease of proliferation, and injecting miR-18b into a melanoma xenograft mouse model also decreases tumor volume significantly. This extensive study revealed that deregulation of miR-18b regulates growth suppression capacity of cells through indirect regulation of p53 expression (17).

Wee1 kinase is a mitotic G2 gatekeeper that has been implicated in tumorigenesis. Its roles in various cancers seem to be cell-type dependent, and Wee1 kinase likely carries a tumor suppressor function in melanoma (7). Bhattacharya et al. (7) demonstrated that miR-195 plays a role in regulating cellular gatekeeping action of Wee1. Analyses of the expression in primary melanomas and melanoma metastases showed an inverse correlation between Wee1 and miR-195 expression levels, with downregulated Wee1 and upregulated miR-195 in distant metastases. In addition, miR-195 was found to be upregulated in highly aggressive cell lines compared with less aggressive cell lines, and miR-195 was found to reduce stress-related cell cycle arrest (7). Moreover, overexpression of miR-195 reduced Wee1 expression, and reporter gene analysis confirmed miR-195 targeting of the Wee1 3’-UTR in vitro (7). Thus, upregulation of miR-195 reduced Wee1 expression, resulting in evasion of growth inhibition (7).

MiR-221 and miR-222 have been shown to target p27 (22, 23, 36). Often downregulated in melanoma, p27 is another important cell cycle regulator that induces cell cycle arrest when it binds and blocks the function of cyclin D1 (49). Felicetti et al. (22) demonstrated that miR-221 and -222 directly target p27 using miR-221 and/or -222 transfection experiments in melanoma cell lines. Additionally, they also demonstrated that miR-221 and -222 antagonists inhibit tumor progression in melanoma cells, and miR-221- and -222-expressing cells are correlated with increased tumor volume in mice (22). Moreover, miR-221 is upregulated in melanoma compared with melanocytes (36). Interestingly, miR-221 also targets c-KIT, as evident by 3’-UTR reporter assays (36). Progressive loss of c-KIT occurs as melanoma gains aggressiveness (10), and wild-type c-KIT plays an important role in melanocyte differentiation through regulating MITF and tyrosinase; both are melanocyte differentiation genes. Although the roles of MITF in melanoma development is stage dependent, these findings indicate a substantial role for miR-221 and -222 in allowing cells to evade the growth suppressor actions of p27 and c-KIT and to participate in this characteristic hallmark of the cancer phenotype (22, 23, 36).

In sum, these examples demonstrate that deregulation of miRNAs can contribute to evading growth suppression through regulation of inhibitors or activators of this hallmark.

RESISTING CELL DEATH

Programmed cell death, such as apoptosis and autophagy, can act as counterbalances to cancer cell proliferation (31). Acquired resistance to cell death signaling is very important for melanoma progression and melanoma resistance to treatment, and miRNA deregulation has been linked to this hallmark in melanoma.

In addition to its function in growth suppression, p53 also mediates proapoptotic events in the context of DNA stress and oncogene activation (reviewed in Ref. 46). As mentioned before, downregulation of miR-18b indirectly leads to downregulation of p53 in melanoma, which also regulates apoptotic signals in melanoma and other cancers (17). Data from this study suggest that the antiapoptotic role of miR-18b in melanoma is not limited to p53, as miR-18b also affects expression of antiapoptotic Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL gene expression, as well as p53 and p53-induced proapoptotic protein, PUMA. This evidence points to a significant role for deregulation of miR-18b in the resisting cell death capability, in addition to the loss of tumor suppressor capability described above (17).

Bcl-2 family members play essential roles in regulating apoptotic signals, and the commonly known antiapoptotic family members include Bcl-2, Bcl-XL, and Mcl-1. Chen et al. (13) identified miR-193b as a miRNA targeting Mcl-1 in melanoma, and deregulation of miR-193b contributes to melanoma’s resistance to cell death through altered regulation of Mcl-1. In support of that, malignant melanoma samples display a lower level of miR-193b and a higher level of Mcl-1 compared with benign nevi, and miR-193b expression is inversely correlated with Mcl-1 expression in these samples (13). Moreover, targeting Bcl-2 antiapoptotic members using small molecules such as ABT-737 has also been investigated as a potential strategy for melanoma treatment (33, 60, 73, 74). However, Mcl-1 is an antiapoptotic member of the Bcl-2 family that is not targeted by ABT-737 and has been implicated in the development of resistance to ABT-737-induced apoptosis (33). Chen et al. (13) found that overexpressing miR-193b restores ABT-737 sensitivity and induces apoptosis through downregulating Mcl-1 expression. Thus, downregulation of miR-193b allows Mcl-1 expression at levels that support acquired evasion to cell death and contributes to melanoma cell resistance to drug treatment such as ABT-737 (13).

Similar to p53, E2F1 also can contribute to multiple hallmarks of cancers. In addition to its role in regulating cell cycle progression mentioned above, E2F1 is a strong apoptotic regulator in the context of DNA damage (1). Since miR-205 can regulate E2F1, one would expect that miR-205 also can regulate apoptotic signals (1). In fact, a recent study elucidated a rather complex, E2F1-p73/DNp73-miR-205 mediated, “autoregulatory circuit” that induces cell death resistance and a chemo-resistant phenotype in malignant melanoma (1). Furthermore, they also showed that downregulation of miR-205 confers cell death resistance through the deregulation of multiple gene targeting, including E2F1, Bcl-2, ABCA2, and ABCA5 (1, 16). As mentioned above, miR-205 treatment reduces melanoma growth in vitro and in vivo (16, 65). In sum, miRNA-205 downregulation has been associated with preventing cell death that contributes to melanoma development and chemo-resistance (1, 65).

We recently identified that miR-26a was strongly downregulated in melanoma compared with normal melanocytes (80). We also found that putting miR-26a back in to melanoma cells can induce apoptotic cell death in five out of seven melanoma cell lines. Further mechanistic studies with 3’-UTR luciferase reporter assays and immunoblot analyses showed that miR-26a...
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Can regulate the silencer of death domain protein (SODD) and regulate apoptosis (80). Thus, downregulation of miR-20a may contribute to melanoma resistance to cell death in part through deregulation of the SODD protein.

Although deregulation of cell death pathways beyond apoptosis, such as autophagy and necrosis, also can contribute to melanoma development, the roles of miRNAs in these pathways are not very well defined yet. One study suggested a cluster of miRNAs, miR-290–295, that targets autophagy-related genes in a melanoma cell line and alters melanoma cells’ resistance to glucose starvation-induced autophagy (14). Further investigation is needed to define whether deregulation of miRNAs also helps melanoma cells acquire hallmark capacities through altering these cell death pathways.

In brief, the examples discussed above illustrate instances where the deregulation of single miRNAs or clusters of miRNAs in melanoma cells can lead to acquired cell death resistance resulting in an increase of melanoma progression and a decrease in therapeutic response of melanoma. This can be achieved through upregulation of prosurvival members of the Bcl-2 family (Bcl-2, Bcl-X, Mcl-1), as well as through down-regulation of various inhibitors of apoptosis (1, 13, 16, 17, 80).

ENABLING REPLICATIVE IMMORTALITY THROUGH EVASION OF SENESCENCE

Normal cells carry out a limited number of cell cycles before they enter into a functional but nonproliferative state called senescence, whereas cancer cells gain the ability to avoid senescence in order to continue replicating (31, 32). A few miRNAs have been shown to regulate senescence in melanoma cells, including miR-34a, miR-203, miR-205, and miR-125b (16, 27, 66, 67, 72). In cells with antisenescent capabilities, miRNA deregulation has been shown to affect telomere length and irreversible tumor suppressor inhibition and/or oncogene activation. A few examples discussed herein are miRNA regulation of telomere homeostasis, E2F/Rb or c-Jun pathways (8, 16, 27, 66, 67, 72).

One of the main regulatory mechanisms of limited replicative capacity is telomere shortening, and it is viewed as “a clocking device that determines the limited replicative potential of normal cells” (31). Cancer cells can achieve immortalization through increasing telomere length, directly or indirectly (31, 32). Recently, Boon et al. (8) found that miR-34a can induce telomere shortening by directly targeting PNUTS (also known as PPP1R10). Interestingly, inactivation of miR-34a by aberrant CpG methylation has been reported in 43.2% of melanoma cell lines and 62.5% of primary melanoma (52), and expressing miR-34a alone is sufficient to induce senescence in primary melanocytes (72). Moreover, miR-34a can also be induced by p53, and p53 is commonly downregulated in melanoma (34). Together, these results suggest that downregulation of miR-34a in melanoma may be achieved through multiple ways, and this likely helps melanoma cells evade senescence and gain immortality.

Deregulation of E2F family is essential for cancer development, and its members also play a role in senescence and thus in affecting cancer cell’s capacity for immortality. E2F1, E2F5, and E2F3a allow a cell to avoid senescence by activating cell replication, whereas E2F3b induces senescence by inhibiting replication (16, 66). Two miRNAs have been reported to regulate E2F family members and senescence in melanoma, miR-205 and miR-203 (16, 65, 66).

As mentioned before, miR-205 has been shown to target E2F1 and E2F5 and to be downregulated in melanoma tissue compared with benign nevi (16), and ectopic expression of miR-205 induces a senescent phenotype in melanoma cells in vitro, through downregulating E2F1 and E2F5 (16, 65). MiR-203 has also been reported to be downregulated in human melanoma cells (16, 66), and ectopic miR-203 overexpression in melanoma cells also induces a senescent phenotype in vitro (66). 3’-UTR reporter assays confirmed that miR-203 targets E2F3a and E2F3b, and the oncogenic action of E2F3a outweighs the suppressive action of E2F3b in melanoma, as downregulation of miR-203 results in evading senescence (66).

MiR-125b has recently been linked to capability of evading senescence in melanoma development (40). Kappelmann and colleagues (40) demonstrated that miR-125b is downregulated in melanoma tissue samples and cell lines compared with normal melanocytes. Transfection experiments and luciferase assays support c-Jun, a key controller of tumor progression, as a gene target of miR-125b (40). In addition, overexpression of miR-125b induces a senescent phenotype and downregulation of miR-125b reverses that phenotype in melanoma cells in vitro (27). Together, these data suggest that loss of miR-125b may contribute to melanoma cells’ ability to evade senescence.

INDUCING ANGIOGENESIS

As the cancer grows larger, the surrounding vasculature needs to grow to maintain nutrient and oxygen availability and to prevent waste and carbon dioxide accumulation. This occurs through a process called angiogenesis. In normal cells, there are counterbalanced angiogenic and antiangiogenic signaling mechanisms. Just as angiogenesis can be turned on in adults under circumstances like wound healing, angiogenesis can be abnormally activated in cancer to support the growing cell population (32).

Using an elegant, systematic, in vivo selection-based approach, a recent study identified a set of miRNAs (miR-1908, miR-199a-5p, and miR-199a-3p) that drive melanoma metastasis in part through promoting angiogenesis (69). Additional transcriptomic profiling and 3’-UTR luciferase assays identified that these miRNAs cooperatively target ApoE and DNAJA4 (a protein that also activates ApoE) and leads to maximal silencing of ApoE signaling (Fig. 1C) (69). Further functional studies indicated that overexpressing any of these three miRNAs is sufficient to increase lung metastatic colonization in a mouse model and silencing of each miRNA causes significant decrease of lung metastasis. Finally, these miRNAs are upregulated in the primary melanomas that metastasized compared with those that had not (69).

This study thus identified not only multiple miRNAs, but also a novel ApoE signaling pathway involved in angiogenesis for melanoma (69). This is an excellent example of how multiple miRNAs can cooperatively target a single important signaling pathway to promote melanoma development.

ACTivating INVASION AND METASTASIS

For cancer cells to extend beyond the borders of a distinct primary tumor, they must acquire the ability to invade adjacent tissue and to metastasize to different nonadjacent tissue via the
miR-214 increases melanoma migration in vitro as well as metastasis, but this field is still in its early stage with limited understanding of miRNA’s roles in the multiple components of melanoma metastasis. Thus, this section will focus on the miRNAs contributing to melanoma cell’s alteration in adhesion, migration, and invasion, and below are examples of miRNAs and targets for each of these critical components of metastasis. Interestingly, some miRNAs, such as miR-214 (70), play critical roles in melanoma metastasis through regulating more than one component of this process.

Adhesion

MiRNAs have been implicated in altering melanoma cell adhesion through regulating adhesion molecules directly or indirectly by regulating transcription factors controlling their transcription. Integrins are important in cell adhesion, and the increase in some of them correlates with increased metastatic potential. It had long been known that integrin-β3 is frequently overexpressed in melanoma. However, comprehensive studies were not able to uncover the mechanism of integrin-β3 overexpression until Muller and Bosserhoff (62) showed that integrin-β3 is a target of miR-let-7a, which is highly expressed in melanocytes but frequently lost in melanoma. In addition, this group has also shown that another miRNA, miR-196a, is involved in adhesion through its regulation of HOX-C8, a transcription factor regulating several proteins involved in adhesion (cadherin-11, calponin-1, and osteopontin) (61). MiR-196 is downregulated in melanoma cell lines and tissue samples compared with normal melanocytes. Moreover, functional studies demonstrated that loss of miR-196a allows increased invasion in vitro, probably through increased expression of HOX-C8 and thus HOX-C8-regulated adhesion proteins (61).

Deregulation of other miRNAs can also alter melanoma metastasis through regulating adhesion molecules, such as miR-573 and miR-214. A recent study links altered miR-573 expression to altered expression of additional cellular adhesion molecules including MCAM. MiRNA-573 overexpression reduces invasive potential, and subsequent MCAM overexpression is able to replicate the malignant phenotype (88).

A better characterized miRNA involved in melanoma adhesion is miR-214, which was identified as a significantly upregulated miRNA in more aggressive melanoma in a melanoma progression model (70). This upregulation of miR-214 in highly aggressive melanoma has been validated in patient samples, and one of its direct targets is adhesion molecule integrin-β3 (70). However, miR-214 can regulate other components of metastasis in addition to cell adhesion, and these functions will be discussed below in more detail.

Migration

Penna et al. (70) also demonstrated that overexpressing miR-214 increases melanoma migration in vitro as well as extravasation from blood vessels and lung metastasis formation in vivo. Recently, the same group further elegantly illustrated the mechanism of how miR-214 coordinates melanoma metastasis through directly repressing TFAP2, resulting in upregulation of ALCAM (70, 71). TFAP2, an AP-2 family member, is a transcription factor that controls ALCAM expression transcriptionally. Interestingly, TFAP2 also upregulates miR-148 expression transcriptionally, and miR-148b can directly inhibit ALCAM in these cells. Knockdown of ALCAM or overexpressing of TFAP2 or miR-148b in miR-214-overexpressing melanoma cells abolishes the effects of miR-214. Furthermore, the expression patterns of miR-214, ALCAM, and miR-148b in human melanoma specimens are consistent with all the studies of function. These studies nicely demonstrated the critical role of miR-214 in melanoma metastasis.

Altered miR-9 expression can also affect migration in melanoma. Expression of miR-9 is downregulated in metastatic melanoma compared with in primary melanoma, and miR-9 is thought to target NF-KB1 directly. NF-KB1 is thereby upregulated in melanoma, which activates Snail1 expression. Snail1 is ultimately responsible for downregulating E-cadherin, which supports tumor metastasis. Functional studies performed by Liu and colleagues (51) revealed that miR-9 knockdown induces coordinated Snail1 upregulation and E-cadherin downregulation in vitro. Liu et al. (51) also tested the function of miR-9 in a mouse xenograft model and found that miR-9 overexpression significantly inhibits melanoma tumor growth and metastasis.

Invasion

As discussed above, miR-214 also plays a critical role in the melanoma metastasis including extravasation.

Some oncogenes that support invasion include enhancer of zeste homolog 2 (EZH2), MITF, c-MET, and Y box-binding protein 1 (YB1). Luo and colleagues (53) showed that miR-137 levels are downregulated in melanoma associated with short survival compared with long survival, and miR-137 levels are downregulated in melanoma compared with normal human melanocytes. These researchers also showed that miR-137 regulates the oncogenes mentioned above, i.e., EZH2, MITF, c-MET, and YB1 (Fig. 1A). It was found that knocking out any and/or all of the named oncogenes with siRNAs is sufficient to reproduce the cancer phenotype associated with miR-137 downregulation. miR-137 mimic inhibits invasive behavior in melanoma cell lines in vitro (53). This study indicates that miR-137 regulates invasive capabilities and that the loss of miR-137 in late-stage melanoma may lead to a poor outcome and reduced survival.

As mentioned above, miR-137 regulates MITF, an oncogene of particular interest, because it is a master regulator of differentiation, proliferation, and survival in melanocyte development. MITF demonstrates the concept of phenotypic plasticity and is a well-studied key regulator of invasive melanoma (5). Loss of more than one miRNA has been found to upregulate MITF expression in melanoma (Fig. 1B). Bems and colleagues (6) first showed that miR-137, located in a genomic hot spot for melanoma susceptibility, regulates MITF. Similarly, depressed levels of miR-148, miR-182, and miR-340 have been correlated with high levels of MITF and a proliferative phenotype (28, 30, 78). The activation of MITF through miRNA downregulation adds to the complexity of MITF expression and...
function. A common phenomenon occurs in cancer cells and other rapidly replicating cells, which is the use of alternative polyA termination sites within the UTR (30). It has been well studied by several groups that miRNA-binding sites may be eliminated by the use of an alternative polyA termination site in the UTR (55, 56). Goswami et al. (28) took this finding a step further and also showed that RNA binding proteins may interfere with miRNA regulation by binding to a region of RNA harboring a miRNA binding site, thereby blocking access of the miRNA to the mRNA target.

The miRNA regulation of MITF is even more complicated because MITF is not only regulated by miRNAs, but it is also a transcriptional regulator that affects the expression of another miRNA, miR-211, located in the intron of an MITF controlled gene, TRPM1 (47, 57, 58). However, under certain conditions, miR-211 can also affect MITF expression through inhibiting Brm2 expression, adding further complexity to regulation of MITF (9).

GENOME INSTABILITY AND MUTATION

Genome instability is one of the major enabling hallmarks in many cancers, and it refers to an increased frequency of alterations in the genome of cancer cells. The loss or gain of genetic material and somatic mutations facilitates cells’ acquiring other hallmark capabilities and allows for accelerated cancer development and progression (64). This hallmark is not well characterized in melanoma, and examples of direct regulation of genome instability by miRNAs in melanoma are limited. However, it is likely that miRNAs regulate cellular processes that are required for the DNA damage response and DNA repair pathways (89).

The ability of the genome to control its integrity relies on intact cell maintenance mechanisms (32). DNA damage checkpoint genes (p53 and ATM) and genes regulating the cell cycle progression (CDKN2A, cyclin D, and Rb/E2F1) have been implicated in cancer cell genomic instability (64). Being called the guardian of the genome, p53 plays a central role in maintaining cell genome stability. As mentioned before, p53 is rarely mutated in melanoma but commonly downregulated in melanoma. This is in part indirectly caused by the downregulation of miR-18b in melanoma (17). With regard to cell cycle regulatory genes, deregulation of miR-let-7b and miR-193b has been implicated in an increase of cyclin D1 (12, 77, 90), and miR-205 and miR-203 have been shown to regulate E2F family members (16, 65, 66). Thus, deregulation of these miRNAs is also likely to alter the genomic stability of melanoma cells.

Genomic instability also contributes to a cancer cell’s ability to evade miRNA regulation. First, miRNAs known to function in a variety of cancers including melanoma are located in regions of genomic instability as are their regulatory proteins such as Dicer1 (5, 92). Second, somatic mutations including those in targets of miRNAs, miRNA regulators, and the miRNAs themselves (although fairly rare) have been reported in melanoma and other cancers (2, 6, 41). Single nucleotide mutations in miRNAs, called MIRSNPs, can alter the miRNA expression levels or the miRNA-miRNA binding affinity, thereby reducing targeted protein inhibition (91). These changes in miRNA-regulated gene expression have been shown to yield acquired cancer capabilities. Yamashita et al. (91) investigated a miR-146a MIRSNP and found that the rs2910164 G-to-C polymorphism was correlated with a more aggressive proliferative, migratory, and invasive melanoma phenotype. Mutations may also occur within the 3'-UTR miRNA-miRNA binding regions, thereby altering expression of that gene through altering a miRNA regulating effect (93). The KRAS variant, shown to correlate with increased risk for melanoma (11), is thought to contain a 3'-UTR single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) within the miR-let-7a binding site and to confer resistance to the inhibitory effects of miR-let-7a regulation (41). While it is not specific to melanoma, Kundu and coworkers (41) recently identified many molecular consequences of the KRAS variant on cancer cell lines, and those findings may inform future melanoma-specific studies. Interestingly, SNPs and point mutations in miRNAs may offer prognostic medical value as they have been linked to disease susceptibility (48) and therapeutic response (2) and may be predictive of disease (24) in multiple cancers.

In summary, miRNAs might contribute to genomic instability, and genomic instability may also help cancer cells evade control by miRNAs.

TUMOR-PROMOTING INFLAMMATION

Inflammatory cells are often attracted to sites where neoplasms are growing. There have been many clues that, while the immune system attempts to control the growth of cancer cells, the cells and microenvironment acquire the ability to evade immune surveillance mechanisms. Moreover, the inflammatory cells have a paradoxical role as they release progrowth, -survival, -angiogenesis, -invasion, and -metastasis factors that help the tumor cells acquire the capabilities necessary for advanced malignant progression (32). Research supports the notion that miRNAs are involved in these inflammatory processes that promote melanoma development.

On one hand, inflammatory cytokines can cause miRNA deregulation. For example, interferon-γ is a proinflammatory cytokine that is known to upregulate the miR-29 family in melanoma (76), which in turn may activate further immune response. On the other hand, deregulated miRNAs may activate the immune response, and miR-29a and miR-21 have both been shown to directly bind Toll-like receptors, thereby activating metamastatic inflammation (21). While much remains unclear about the connection between inflammation and cancer, these studies illustrate instances where miRNAs act as mediators. Furthermore, the finding of this direct binding of miRNAs to Toll-like receptors is the very beginning of a new and developing field to determine the role of extracellular RNA, which includes many miRNAs (3). Many miRNAs have been associated with a subset of extracellular vesicles also known as exosomes. The role of these extracellular miRNAs is yet to be completely defined, but this is a rapidly growing and interesting area of miRNA biology in melanoma (68). The idea that miRNAs may act in a manner similar to cytokines is novel, the literature is compelling, and this may provide a new area of therapeutic intervention in the future.

APPLICATIONS OF miRNAs IN DEVELOPING MELANOMA DIAGNOSTIC BIOMARKERS AND THERAPIES

With the significant difference between survival rates in early malignant melanoma (90%) vs. stage III and stage IV metastatic melanoma (10%), there is an urgent need for earlier detection and better therapy for melanoma (83). Understanding
how miRNAs are deregulated throughout the development of melanoma can lead to better biomarkers or better treatment strategies for melanoma (63).

**Diagnostic Biomarkers**

Here are a few examples of potential miRNA serum diagnostic/prognostic biomarkers for developing noninvasive and earlier detection of melanoma (24, 39). Kanemaru and colleagues (39) investigated miR-221, known to be overexpressed in malignant melanoma cells, as a potential biomarker. They found that serum miR-221 levels indeed increase significantly from healthy human controls to primary melanoma subjects and then again from primary melanoma to stage I–IV malignant melanoma subjects. Moreover, a longitudinal study revealed that miR-221 levels decrease after surgical melanoma removal and increase again with disease recurrence. Thus, miR-221 may be very useful for monitoring patients with known melanoma diagnoses (39).

Friedman and coworkers (24) performed a miRNA regression analysis comparing serum samples from patients with melanoma against serum samples from patients with other cancers, systemic inflammatory disease, and healthy volunteers. They found that miR-182 and -221 are specific for melanoma compared with all three controls and that miR-182, -221, and -15b are predictive for metastasis (24). The same group also revealed five signature miRNAs (miR-150, miR-15b, miR-199a-5p, miR-33a, miR-424) that predict high vs. low recurrent-free survival groups (24). These examples indicate instances where serum miRNA biomarkers offer diagnostic and prognostic information, and the hope is that these miRNAs may translate to improved patient care and outcomes.

**Therapies**

MiRNA-based therapies have been regarded as an exciting new area of drug development for several reasons. Deregulation of miRNAs has been implicated in many diseases, and miRNA mimics and inhibitors are small, which make them good candidates for drug development (63). The first published clinical trial with miRNA-targeted therapy was to treat hepatitis C virus (HCV) (38). In HCV, miR-122 binds to the virus and protects it from degradation. A drug called miravirsen is an antisense sequence that was designed to bind to and sequester miR-122 and thus acts as an inhibitor of miR-122. The drug was injected subcutaneously five times per week for 29 days, and the results revealed a dose-dependent reduction in HCV RNA (38).

MiRNA-based therapies have also been considered as an exciting new class of anticancer drugs since some miRNAs can affect multiple oncogenic pathways simultaneously. The first clinical trial for treating cancers using miRNA is just recently under way as a Phase I trial by Mirna Therapeutics, and miR-34 mimic as a replacement of miRNA will be delivered intravenously to the patients (http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01829971). Many studies aim to find miRNA targets for development of melanoma treatment, using antisense or a replacement approach, and the target can be used either as a single agent or as an adjuvant to other drugs. Below are a few examples of potential miRNA targets for developing therapy.

Given that many miRNAs are upregulated in melanoma, a similar inhibitor therapy strategy to the antisense to miR-122 of HCV treatment might offer therapeutic benefit for patients with melanoma. Furthermore, Huynh and coworkers (35) investigated administration of antisense-miR-182 molecules against melanoma liver metastasis in a mouse model and found that the antisense-miR-182 decreases metastatic function and overall tumor burden with no evidence of significant toxicity.

A few reports that replace miRNA in mouse models support the potential of miRNA replacement therapy for combating melanoma. After showing that miR-18b is downregulated in melanoma and indirectly inhibits p53, Dar and colleagues (17) injected high-miR-18b-expressing melanoma cells subcutaneously into mice tumors, resulting in a significant decrease in the tumor cell volume and growth compared with control. Similarly, after showing that miR-573 is downregulated in melanoma and targets MCAM, Wang et al. (88) replaced miR-573 in a murine xenograft model, thereby reducing invasive potential and tumor growth compared with the control group. These experiments show that by altering the levels of a miRNA, expression of target genes can also be altered, and therapeutic benefit may follow.

Replacing miRNAs targeting Mcl-1 have been shown to improve melanoma cell response to chemotherapy agents ABT-263 and ABT-737 (13, 43). By administering miRNAs that target Mcl-1 in conjunction with chemotherapy drugs, an improved therapeutic response can be achieved (13, 43). Chen and coworkers (13) found that a single miRNA-193b targets Mcl-1 directly and that miR-193b upregulation sensitizes melanoma cells to ABT-737. In addition, Lam and colleagues (43) used a systematic screen and identified a panel of 19 miRNAs that, when administered with ABT-263, sensitized melanoma cells to ABT-263-induced apoptosis in vitro. Of these, 12 were associated with reduced Mcl-1 expression, and 10 miRNAs were shown to directly target Mcl-1. These studies are examples where miRNA as a drug adjuvant can improve current melanoma drug therapies.

**Challenges of MiRNA-Based Therapy**

Reports have been published recently to summarize the therapeutic potential as well as the challenges of miRNA-based therapy (25, 37, 63, 84–86), and they support the idea that a better understanding of the following items is necessary to make miRNA-based therapy a reality: toxicity in normal tissues, improved delivery systems that support reagent stability, as well as clearance mechanisms for reagents to be delivered. Since the effects of miRNAs on gene expression can be complex as discussed earlier, miRNA-based therapy might affect gene expression of unanticipated targets and cause off-target toxicity. Thus, more has to be learned about these toxic off-target effects of miRNA therapies. As the effects of miRNA-based therapy are further illustrated using appropriate preclinical in vivo models, better approaches can be developed to minimize this toxicity. In addition, various delivery platforms are being studied, including liposomal, viral, polymer, and nanoparticle-based systems. The ultimate goal is to find delivery systems that stabilize the reagents to be delivered effectively to diseased/cancerous tissues and limit toxicity to normal tissues.

As the pharmacokinetics are better understood and the therapeutic delivery systems are improved, miRNA-based therapy has already entered clinical trials with promising preliminary
results (38). The potential for miRNA-based therapies to improve clinical outcomes for patients has energized drug companies and researchers alike. With the on-going studies to address the challenges discussed above, one would hope that patients will experience the benefits of miRNA-based therapy in the near future.

DISCUSSION/FUTURE DIRECTIONS

MiRNAs offer an exciting, fast growing, and challenging field because they give a new direction and robust potential for improving outcomes in cancer and other diseases. While the hallmarks of cancer model offers a framework for organizing the complex miRNA-mediated biological events that have been shown to contribute to melanoma development, many of the cancer hallmark-related miRNAs and characteristics are still not well defined, and better understanding is needed. Other hallmarks and characteristics are emerging to better describe acquired cell function in cancer, and these include deregulating cellular energetics and avoiding immune destruction (32). In addition, complex interactions between cancer cells and tumor microenvironment also play important roles in cancer development (32). Moreover, there is still much to be learned about the role of miRNAs within the complex networks discussed herein that drive cancer development and progression. In further study of these areas, one should always consider the potential role of miRNAs.

To date, miRNAs have been implicated as potential biomarkers, as targeted therapeutics, and as adjuvants to current therapies for melanoma. While much has been learned about miRNAs in melanoma development, more studies are needed to progress toward clinical application of these miRNA biomarkers and therapeutics.
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